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I Symbols 

 
 

Ice - a frozen condition, limitation. 

Ice cubes (melting) (ark) - the dissolving of a frozen, limiting karmic condition. 

Ice (on growing thing) - in a dream to see ice on a growing thing, such as a tree or plant, 

indicates that the substance of life is not being used freely.   

Ice (surrounded by) - to be in a place of ice surrounded by ice indicates that one has to thaw out 

his emotions.  The dreamer must be prepared to thaw out, letting the “Son of Life” warm him, 

that he may flow into the one life. 

Ice (walking on) - indicates that one has slowed down his progress.   

Ice cream - a symbol of indulgence, of wanting all things pleasurable.  Ice cream is used in 

dream symbols by the Masters to warn the disciple that he is yielding too often to the sensual 

nature. 

Ice skating - warning to take advantage of timing due to grace. 

Identification (lost or stolen) (ark) - one’s spiritual identity has been lost or stolen.   

Illuminati (or Higher Adepts) - creative telepathies.  They are mentor telepathic directors over 

all artists. 

Illuminati (IS) - golden quill pen; library of books, scroll; physician’s vial; artist’s paintbrush; 

compass. 

Immortals (Great or Masters) (IS) - instruction telepathies.  They work to keep the disciple on 

the Path; to bring unmanifested ideas. 

Indigo - the color of akasia, the highest aspect of prana.  The akasic flame is used by great 

Masters to cleanse the auras of their disciples.  As one increases in meditative powers, he gives 

off more of the akasia blue light.  During meditation when one has opened the akasic fire, he 

often sees a blue flame centered within his own aura in the proximity of his head or over the 

command center between his eyebrows. To see the blue flame in the aura of another person in the 

waking state is to know that he is approved of or accepted by the Master or the Greater 

Presences.  To see this light while sitting in semi-contemplation is a confirming that the Master is 

near.  Also, to see this light as a form of a penciled blue line beneath words or sentences in any 

book speaking of spiritual ideas is proof that one is reading a magnetized book blessed by the 
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Holy Presences and the angels. 

Indigo blue light (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Initiate (dc) - to dream of another initiate in the night means you are being initiated with them on 

another plane.  Important:  identify zodiacal planetary sign of another and their profession. 

Ink (black) (ark) - official. 

Insects - represents bacterial action.i 

Insects or Bugs (crawling over the dreamer) - warning about parasitical persons and the dangers 

of helping people before they are ready; also, a warning that cell bacteria are out of control; 

danger of purification through fevers or infections. 

Insects (eating flesh off hands) - giving to people who are takers which takes away from serving 

others. 

Insect (poisonous) - a warning that one is devitalizing his energy level, and thus opening himself 

to malicious telepathy; to be alert to scathing or stinging personalities. 

Insects (quantity of) - means that one has lowered his defenses against reproachful mass 

telepathies; bacterial word is being scrutinized before healing powers come. 

Insect (nuisance) - a warning that one has neglected reverence in his household or home; astral 

insulation has been removed. 

Insects (stinging) - all stinging insects are under the influence of the planet Mars.  To see a 

stinging insect in a dream (except for a bee which is under the influence of the sun), indicates 

that one is to be wounded by a violent Mars attribute in his nature or in someone close by. 

Intercessory Symbols (IS)ii - identify one‘s degree of evolvement, and inform him of the source 

of his intercessory helps. 

Intersection (ark) - crossroads. 

Intestines - to dream of the intestinal corridor is to be initiated into the ingestion laws on the 

physical level. 

Ipod (ktk) - the symbol of the heart center, of being receptive. 

Iris - the spiritual symbol for the royal fleur-de-lis, relating to healing, purity, immortality; the 

feminine principle.  fleur de lis - the symbol of Mary, the mother of Jesus; symbol of telepathy 

from a Cosmos Disciple; symbol of immortality; spiritual purity; symbol of eternity and eternal 

initiation. 

Island (ark) - to dream on an island is symbolic of being on an astral plane (see other symbols to 
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reveal if higher or lower). 

Island (Cayman) (ark) - lower astral world initiation to overcome lust. 

Islands of Light - is a plateau of Light built from the prayers of men where the Great Immortals 

await those who rise in the night to the Spheres of light [2d Heaven] or Hall of Wisdom [1st 

Heaven].1 

Isle (walking down) (ark) - progressing while in a state of transition. 

Italy (ark) - earth portal for the heart. 

Ivy - bed of vines (vineyard):  The sacrament.  Workers in the vineyard indicate those who are 

initiates and disciples, night servers and healing helpers of the night. 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, The Archetypal Kingdom, p. 258. 
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i.   Ann Ree Colton, The Contributor, Vo1., No. 17, p. 122. 
ii.   Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, p. 206-11. 


